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We offer a complete solution that allows remote control of any type of vehicle.

[image: ]HARDWARE
LATEST GENERATION GPS/GNSS DEVICE

We care for your security and your investments; this is why we don't compromise on technology. 

We only use the latest generation of GPS/GNSS devices to guarantee stability. Thanks to the device's intelligence, your vehicle will be connected at all times.



[image: ]CONNECTIVITY
THREE CONSTELLATIONS AND GLOBAL SIM CARD

The device connects to the internet via a GLOBAL SIM CARD (included), without traffic limits, contracts, management charges, or additional costs. 



Enjoy GNSS connectivity. GNSS is like GPS, but better. It guarantees faster performance and more precise positioning.
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ROCK SOLID POSITIONING ENGINE ™

Access your vehicle via our mobile app or through our web portal. Enjoy live tracking via the Virtual Dashboard.



Monitor your vehicle health remotely, protect your drivers and the vehicles. Once you try our solution, you will know why we are the top choice of many vehicle manufacturers.






We offer a complete solution that allows controlling remotely any type of vehicle at a very reasonable price.
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LATEST GENERATIONGPS/GNSS DEVICE

We care for your security and your investments; this is why we don't compromise on technology. 

We only use the latest generation of GPS/GNSS devices and guarantee stability. Thanks to the device's intelligence, your vehicle will be connected at all times.



[image: ]CONNECTIVITY
THREE CONSTELLATIONS AND GLOBAL SIM CARD

The device connects to the internet via a GLOBAL SIM CARD (included), without traffic limits, contracts, management charges, or additional costs. 



Enjoy GNSS connectivity. GNSS is like GPS, just better, it guarantees fast performance and precise positioning.
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ROCK SOLID POSITIONING ENGINE ™

Access your vehicle via our mobile App or through our web portal. Enjoy live tracking via the Virtual Dashboard.



Monitor your vehicle health remotely, protect your drivers and the vehicles. Once you try our solution, you will know why we are the top choice of many vehicle manufacturers.










ACCESS FROM ANY DEVICE
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OUR SOLUTIONS WORK FOR







PRIVATE VEHICLES
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	Protection from road accidents.
	Monitor driving behavior.
	Protect your vehicle from theft.
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FLEETS
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	Boost your fleet performance.
	Expose flaws.
	Save thousands in maintenance.
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CAR DEALERSHIPS
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	Boost the after-sales turnover.
	Keep your customers forever.
	Get infinite leads from telematics.
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PRIVATE VEHICLES

	Protection from road accidents.
	Monitor driving behavior.
	Protect your vehicle from theft.
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FLEETS

	Boost your fleet performance.
	Expose flaws.
	Save thousands in maintenance.
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DEALERSHIPS

	Boost the after-sales turnover.
	Keep your customers forever.
	Get infinite leads from telematics.
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    Use left/right arrows to navigate the slideshow or swipe left/right if using a mobile device


  


  	Choosing a selection results in a full page refresh.
	Press the space key then arrow keys to make a selection.










 


  




















    
        
















 
 









